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The special wards (ç‰¹åˆ¥åŒº, tokubetsu-ku) are 23 municipalities that together make up the core and the
most populous part of Tokyo, Japan.Together, they occupy the land that was originally Tokyo City before it
was abolished in 1943 to become part of the newly created Tokyo Metropolis.The special wards' structure
was established under the Japanese Local Autonomy Law and is unique to Tokyo.
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GENERAL TERMS OF USE & SERVICE The website www.goibibo.com (the "Site") is published and
maintained by Ibibo Group Private Limited ("Company"), a company incorporated and existing in accordance
with the laws of India When you access, browse or use this Site, you accept, without limitation or
qualification, the terms and conditions set forth herein. . When you access any of the sub-Site ...
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London (/ Ëˆ l ÊŒ n d É™ n / LUN-dÉ™n) is the capital and largest city of both England and the United
Kingdom. Standing on the River Thames in the south-east of England, at the head of its 50-mile (80 km)
estuary leading to the North Sea, London has been a major settlement for two millennia. Londinium was
founded by the Romans. The City of London, London's ancient core âˆ’ an area of just 1.12 ...
London - Wikipedia
Visiting Paris is an experience that every traveler should have. Paris is the first city I fell in love with. More
than 70 countries later, it's still my favorite city in the world. Since my first trip at the age of 16, I've returned
seven more times, trying to uncover more layers of the city on each visit. I'll never succeed in peeling back
every layer.
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